
MATERIAŁY Z JĘZYKA ANGIELSKIEGO

NA CZAS PRZERWY ZWIĄZANEJ Z EPIDEMIĄ KORONAWIRUSA

KLASA I                  Zadania na ten tydzień: 25 – 29.05.2020.

Temat 1: Family – Rodzina.

Task 1: As far as I remember we have already talked about the names of family members. But to be sure I include 

the list of family members and relatives:

FAMILY MEMBERS
AUNT CIOTKA GRANDSON WNUCZEK

BASTARD BĘKART GRANNY BABCIA (POTOCZNIE)

BLOKE FACET, CHŁOPAK (POTOCZNIE) GREAT-GRANDFATHER PRADZIADEK

BOYFRIEND CHŁOPAK GREAT-GRANDMOTHER PRABABCIA

BRIDE PANNA MŁODA GROOM PAN MŁODY (W SKRÓCIE)

GROOM PAN MŁODY HALF-BROTHER PRZYRODNI BRAT

BROTHER BRAT HALF-SISTER PRZYRODNIA SIOSTRA

BROTHER-IN-LAW SZWAGIER HUSBAND MĄŻ

CHILD DZIECKO ILLEGITIMATE CHILD NIEŚLUBNE DZIECKO

CHILDREN DZIECI MOTHER MATKA

COUSIN KUZYN, KUZYNKA MOTHER-IN-LAW TEŚCIOWA

DAD TATA MOTHER-TO-BE PRZYSZŁA MATKA

DAUGHTER CÓRKA MOTHERHOOD MACIERZYŃSTWO

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW SYNOWA MUM MAMA

FAMILY RODZINA MUMMY MAMUSIA

FAMILY MEMBER CZŁONEK RODZINY NEPHEW SIOSTRZENIEC, BRATANEK

FAMILY TREE DRZEWO GENEALOGICZNE NIECE SIOSTRZENICA, BRATANICA

FATHER OJCIEC PARENT RODZIC

FATHERHOOD OJCOSTWO PARENTHOOD RODZICIELSTWO

FIANCÉ NARZECZOWNY PARENTS-IN-LAW TEŚCIOWIE

FIANCÉE NARZECZONA RELATIVE KREWNI

FOSTER PARENTS PRZYBRANI RODZICE SIBLING BRAT LUB SIOSTRA

FOSTER-CHILD PRZYBRANE DZIECKO SIBLINGS RODZEŃSTWO

FOSTER-FATHER PRZYBRANY OJCIEC SISTER-IN-LAW SZWAGIERKA, BRATOWA

FOSTER-MOTHER PRZYBRANA MATKA SON-IN-LAW ZIĘĆ

GENERATION POKOLENIE SPOUSE MAŁŻONEK, MAŁŻONKA

GIRLFRIEND DZIEWCZYNA STEPBROTHER BRAT PRZYRODNI

GODDAUGHTER CHRZEŚNIACZKA STEPFATHER OJCZYM

GODFATHER CHRZESTNY STEPMOTHER MACOCHA

GODMOTHER CHRZESTNA STEPSISTER SIOSTRA PRZYRODNIA

GODSON CHRZEŚNIAK TWIN BROTHER BRAT BLIŹNIAK

GRANDCHILD WNUK, WNUCZKA TWIN SISTER SIOSTRA BLIŹNIACZKA

GRANDDAUGHTER WNUCZKA TWINS BLIŹNIĘTA

GRANDFATHER DZIADEK UNCLE WUJEK

GRANDMA BABCIA WIDOW WDOWA

GRANDMOTHER BABCIA WIDOWER WDOWIEC

GRANDPA DZIADZIUŚ WIFE ŻONA

GRANDPARENTS DZIADKOWIE

Circle the names that you already know. Find some groups of words which have something in common. Underline 

the ones that you have never heard before. 



W tym tygodniu ZADANIE DO OCENY polega na wykonaniu quizu dotyczącego słownictwa z działu ŻYCIE RODZINNE

I TOWARZYSKIE .  Take the quiz on FAMILY MEMBERS & FAMILY LIFE

link: joinmyquiz.com kod: 3551247 

Ostateczny termin: 23:45,  28 maj 2020. Deadline: 11:45 pm, May 28th, 2020.

Task 2:  The next task is totally different than the previous ones. It is a song about growing up. The author of the

song leads us from his childhood, the mistakes that he made, the wonders that he discovered, the emotions that

he experienced, the places that he longs to... He tells us about a place that he loves and misses so much – HIS

HOME... 

Ed Sheeran - Castle On The Hill    

When I was six years old I broke my leg
I was running from my brother and his friends
And tasted the sweet perfume of the mountain grass I rolled
down
I was younger then, take me back to when I
Found my heart and broke it here
Made friends and lost them through the years
And I've not seen the roaring fields in so long, I know I've grown
But I can't wait to go home
I'm on my way
Driving at ninety down those country lanes
Singing to "Tiny Dancer"
And I miss the way you make me feel, and it's real
We watched the sunset over the castle on the hill
Fifteen years old and smoking hand-rolled cigarettes
Running from the law through the backfields and getting drunk with my friends
Had my first kiss on a Friday night, I don't reckon that I did it right
But I was younger then, take me back to when
We found weekend jobs, when we got paid
We'd buy cheap spirits and drink them straight
Me and my friends have not thrown up in so long, oh how we've grown
But I can't wait to go home
I'm on my way
Driving at ninety down those country lanes
Singing to "Tiny Dancer"
And I miss the way you make me feel, and it's real
We watched the sunset over the castle on the hill
Over the castle on the hill
Over the castle on the hill
One friend left to sell clothes
One works down by the coast
One had two kids but lives alone
One's brother overdosed
One's already on his second wife
One's just barely getting by
But these people raised me and I can't wait to go home
And I'm on my way, I still remember
This old country lanes
When we did not know the answers
And I miss the way you make me feel, it's real
We watched the sunset over the castle on the hill
Over the castle on the hill
Over the castle on the hill

https://quizizz.com/join?gc=953726
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0ibBPhiaG0


First of all, listen to the song and watch the clip. If you do not know any words – circle them. Look up only seven 

not more.

Secondly, underline the verbs in Past Tenses – the first two are done for you ;)

Thirdly, compare the experience described in this song with the ones from your life – mark them with a green 

colour. I have done that for myself... ;) Use red colour for the facts that have not taken place in your life... 

Write about the situations from your life which are different, for example: 

I did not break my leg but I broke my left pinky when I was playing basketball.

Try to recall some of the deeds that you are proud of and the ones that you regret... Maybe three positive and 

three negative ones.

Fourthly, think of a place that is significant to you. For Ed – it is  “the castle on the hill” which even became the 

title of this song. Describe yours.

As the last task, sing the song with the lyrics on the screen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zev-ckJyiH4

Finally, can you tell me the name of a song that is important to you? 

Thank you in advance :)

Good luck! I hope you enjoy online studying... :) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zev-ckJyiH4


KLASA I I                          Zadania na ten tydzień: 25 – 29.05.2020.

Temat 1: Paralympics – Igrzyska Paraolimpijskie.

Task 1:  Describe the picture.

1 Who do you see?

2 Where are the people?

3 What are they doing?

4 What do they feel?

Use green colour for the part of the text that you have written right from your head :)

Use yellow colour for the words that you had to look up in a translator or dictionary...

Now, present your opinion: 

What do you think about Paralympic Games?

What is your attitude to paralympic athletes? Do you respect or neglect them? Explain your opinion in details.

Should they be judged the same as healthy sportsmen?

What obstacles do they have to face to make progress or gain achievements?

Do you know any paralympic sportsmen? Have you ever met one?



Task 2:  I am sure that most of you perfectly know the song entitled: “We are the champions”, especially the

chorus... The lyrics were written by Fredie Mercury, the vocalist of The Queen. As the song is usually sung at the

Olimpics I guess the song is worth knowing. 

We Are the Champions – Queen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04854XqcfCY 
I've paid my dues
Time after time
I've done my sentence
But committed no crime
And bad mistakes 
I've made a few
I've had my share of  sand kicked in my face
But I've come through

We are the champions, my friends
And we'll keep on fighting 'til the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
'Cause we are the champions of  the world

I've taken my bows
And my curtain calls
You brought me fame and fortune and everything that goes with it
I thank you all
But it's been no bed of  roses
No pleasure cruise
I consider it a challenge before the whole human race
And I ain't gonna lose

We are the champions, my friends...

First of all, listen to the song and watch the clip. If you do not know any words – circle them. Look up only seven 

not more.

Secondly, underline the verbs in Present Perfect – the first two are done for you ;)

Thirdly, try to explain what dues you pay, what crimes you have committed, if any, what mistakes you have made

recently...

Fourthly, think in what sense you are a champion and when you consider yourself as a loser...? What would you 

consider as a bed of roses or pleasure cruise?

As the last task, sing the song with the lyrics on the screen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=O71fetlkCZo

Finally, can you tell me the name of a song that is important to you? 

Thank you in advance :)

W tym tygodniu ZADANIE DO OCENY polega na wykonaniu dwóch quizów dotyczących słownictwa z działu SPORT.

Take the quiz on SPORTS VOCABULARY link: joinmyquiz.com kod: 5570180

Take the quiz on DISCIPLINES OF SPORT link: joinmyquiz.com kod:  6470990 

Ostateczny termin: 23:45,  28 maj 2020. Deadline: 11:45 pm, May 28th, 2020 for both quizzes

https://quizizz.com/join?gc=953726
https://quizizz.com/join?gc=953726
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zev-ckJyiH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zev-ckJyiH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04854XqcfCY
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